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ABSTRACT 

Current control systems are limited from a technical viewpoint in areas such as scalability, start-up and 
reconfiguration time and computational complexity for algorithms. These limitations call for a new concept for 
control systems to address current and future requirements. It has been suggested that the physical location of the 
control system be moved from that of the machine to a cloud, i.e. Control System as a service (CSaaS). In this way, 
the control system becomes scalable and can handle highly complex computational tasks while keeping the process 
know-hows. Utilizing capabilities of modern Wide Area Network (WAN) and Local Area Network (LAN) the 
control system can be connected with the rest of the machine, e.g. drives, sensors, devices and HMI. This approach, 
however, presents new challenges, i.e. the requirement for integration of network, cloud computing and control 
system expertise. This paper will focus on the requirements of the communication for a cloud based control system. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

“Intelligence is the ability to adapt to change.” - Stephen Hawking 

This quote from Stephen Hawking is also valid for production systems today. Only intelligent production systems 
can meet the requirements of a flexible production of the 21

st
 century with increasing demand for versatility and 

scalability. Intelligent production systems can be developed only if the control system is intelligent, while current 
machine controls are not. Being limited in areas like e.g. reconfiguration ability [1], security [2] and computational 
power [3], the machine control demands for a radically new concept. In recent years, cloud computing have been 
dramatically changing enterprises and industries in the way of organizing business. Cloud manufacturing adopts the 
concept of cloud computing, i.e. virtualized manufacturing resources are distributed through Internet as services, and 
encourages resource sharing and collaboration among medium and small sized enterprises especially [4]. Researcher in 
cloud manufacturing area mainly focus on the system architecture [5], service management [6], and enabling 
technologies of cloud manufacturing, such as virtualization of manufacturing resource [7] and service oriented 
technology [8]. The research of cloud manufacturing is still in its early stage. Only cloud based CAD service [9] is 
available from the market in the CAD-CAM/CAPP-CNC chain.  

The chosen approach of the project of the joined research between the Institute for Control Engineering of Machine 
Tools (ISW), University of Stuttgart, Germany, and the Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of 
Auckland, New Zealand, is to provide a control system as a service (CSaaS) from a cloud environment. In this way, the 
control system becomes scalable and can handle highly complex computational tasks while retaining the process 
know-hows. Utilizing capabilities of modern Wide Area Network (WAN) and Local Area Network (LAN) the control 
system can be connected with the rest of the machine, e.g. drives, sensors, devices and HMI. For the owner of the 
machine, there is no difference to a conventional machine control. This approach, however, presents new challenges, 
i.e. requirements for integration of network, cloud computing and control system expertise. 

Providing control system as a service over networks creates additional challenges resulting from the nature of the IT 
infrastructure. Communication errors could happen on a communication route and have to be considered by a 
communication protocol [10]. The errors “repetition”, “loss”, “insertion”, “wrong sequence”, “falsification” and 
“delay” are also relevant for CSaaS and have to be detected and resolved by a communication protocol or even by the 
cloud machine control. Although real-time Ethernet gains its popularity in industrial application, it can only be applied 
in local area networks [11]. 
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As a first test to CSaaS a communication analysis has been done between two servers located in Germany. The 
results, which support the idea of a CSaaS, were presented on the SPS/IPC/Drives congress in Nuremberg 2013. 
However, the very short communication path and the limited period (only 1-2 hours) were not able to provide sufficient 
data to identify the challenges of WAN towards CSaaS. 

This paper presents an opportunity analysis for the communication of control data between a machine – located in 
Auckland, New Zealand – and cloud-based control – located in Stuttgart Germany. In the first part of the paper, 
requirements of the communication between cloud and machine based on two use cases are defined. Based on the use 
cases, a network test setup is described in the second part of the paper, which locates the control system’s 
communication module in Stuttgart and the dummy communication module of a simulated machine in Auckland. The 
test setup is expanded by a monitoring solution to analyze the network behavior. In the third part of this paper, the 
communication monitoring results will be discussed with respect to parameters, which have a big impact on the 
production process. As a final chapter, strategies will be presented for both use cases that could resolve some of the 
communication challenges of Chapter 3. The paper ends with a conclusion whether a cloud-based machine control for 
machines could be possible. 

2. USE CASES AND COMMUNICATION REQUIREMENTS  

As a first step towards a control system as a service, a general understanding of the transferred data between control 
system and machine has to be developed. It is important to know what type and amount of data is transferred in which 
cycle time. Further knowledge is needed about the impact of the data on the process results and if the data is part of a 
control loop. This analysis has been done based on two use cases. One use case is based on a five-axis milling machine 
located in Stuttgart, the other one is based on a three-axis milling machine in Auckland. 

2.1. USE CASE 1: FIVE-AXIS MILLING MACHINE 

For the first use case, an Exeron HSC 5-axis milling machine is used. For the Exeron HSC 600 three types of data 
streams could be identified which have always a two-way communication with the control system: 

• Data that is exchanged between spindle/axis drives and the control system. This data includes drive control and 

status word, setpoint and actual position. The origin and destination of these data is the computerized numerical 

control (CNC).  

• Data that is exchanged between the machine control and I/O terminals. This data is linked to the programmable 

logic controller (PLC) where e.g. pumps are controlled and information of sensors is evaluated for plausibility 

checks 0.  

• The third data stream is originating and ending in the human machine interface (HMI). Actions taken by the 

machine user have to be transferred to the machine control (e.g. start NC program) and feedback values (e.g. 

current line of executed NC program and axis position) have to be transmitted for visualization.  

 

Table 1 shows the data streams corresponding to the amount of data and cycle time. The direction is relative to the 
machine control. These values are the ones configured by the vendor of the machine.  

Table 1. Data streams: amount of data and cycle time of HSC Exeron machine. 

Type and direction of data stream Amount of data (Bytes) Cycle time (ms) 

To axis/spindle 46 1 

From axis/spindle 96 1 

To IO system 50 1 

From IO system 52 1 

To HMI Variable Variable 

From HMI Variable Variable 

 

A closer look at the transferred data, especially for the I/O terminals, identifies that a cycle time of 1 ms is not 
necessarily required. The internal bus of the I/O module and the used clamp can expand the reaction time dramatically. 
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As a second step, control loops which are depending on status values resulting from the machine in the machine 
control have to be identified. For the Exeron HSC 600 machine the most critical control loops are resulting from the 
axis and the CNC system. The CNC is performing the following: 

• Check if the actual position is within a monitoring window to the commanded position. If this is not the case an 

error is set. This behavior results in the requirement to either deactivate or increase the monitoring window or do 

the comparison within a short cycle time, for example by shifting this checking procedure closer to the machine. 

• Check if changes to the drive control are executed according to the expectations of the CNC and correctly reported 

by the drive over the drive status. A possible solution would either be a deactivation of the checking procedure or 

always reporting a good drive status to the CNC. 

 

For the PLC control loops are normally not critical since most components controlled by the PLC are activated and 
then the actual status is checked before further steps are initialized (e.g. activate pump over output clamp and check 
over input clamp if pump started working). Adding extra delays in these loops will decrease the machine performance 
but will have no influence on the quality of the work piece, for example. 

Since HMIs are mostly windows operating system-based, no real-time requirements arise. A reaction on the user 
input is expected within a couple of milliseconds. If the reaction time is longer, the user satisfaction is decreased, but 
without influence on the work piece quality.  

2.2. USE CASE 2: THREE-AXIS MILLING MACHINE 

As the second use case, a Sherline 2000 series 3-axis milling machine is evaluated. A realtime Ethernet fieldbus, 
EtherMAC, is used to control the motors and IO points. As the control of the machine tool is moved to the cloud, 
however, a local control of the machine tool is still needed, especially for setting up coordinate and inspection systems. 
A local control system is proposed as shown in Figure . 

 

Figure 1. System structure of the local control. 

The upper adaptor receives the network packages from the cloud, which contains the interpolated data, and extracts 
the motor control command for every cycle, which will then be “translated” by the lower adaptor following EtherMAC 
protocol. The lower adaptor sends and receives packages to and from the EtherMAC controller to control the motors, 
set IO outputs and reads in axis feedback and IO inputs. The local interpolator takes charge of some motion control 
functions, for instance, manual operation and setting coordinate systems. The local HMI receives instructions from the 
local operator and notifies the lower adaptor to execute control commands from either the upper adaptor or the local 
interpolator. It also displays information useful for local operators including current coordinate information, feed rate, 
spindle speed, tool information, each IO status and maintenance information. The process monitor keeps an eye on the 
communication and machining process. A serial number is attached to every package transmitted from the cloud to the 
local control. When an error occurs, the process monitor will stop the machining and send the serial number back to the 
cloud, based on which the error can be located in the part program. The data package will be discarded thereafter. 

Data stream requirements are shown in Table 2. The amount of data comes from EtherMAC protocol and only 
includes the essential data for controlling the machine tool. The data for controlling the axes, the spindle and IO 
terminals and the feedback information from the machine are transmitted every 4 ms. HMI data has no real-time 
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requirement. Some information will be transmitted only when necessary. The data transmitted back to the cloud will 
have no effect on the control. However, as the CNC in the cloud has all the feedback information from the machine, if 
the difference between command data and feedback data is beyond a certain threshold, an error will be triggered. 

Table 2. Data streams: amount of data and cycle time of Sherline machine. 

Type and direction of data stream Amount of data (Bytes) Cycle time (ms) 

To machine:   

-Axis/Spindle/IO/Serial Number 53 4 

-HMI Variable Variable 

To cloud:   

-Axis/IO 18 4 

-HMI Variable Variable 

 

A conclusion from this chapter is that every machine whose control should be provided as a service has to be 
analysed in regard to the transferred data and control loops that exist between machine control and machine tool. 

3. TEST SETUP AND MONITORING SOLUTION 

As a next step on the path to a cloud based control system, the influence of the Wide Area Network (WAN) and the 
Local Area Network (LAN) has to be evaluated. For this purpose, a communication test setup has been developed as 
shown in Figure . One part of the test setup – the “cloud communication module” – located in Stuttgart, Germany, is 
creating the data that is transferred from the cloud to the machine and transmits it over WAN and LAN. The machine 
communication module, which receives the data from Stuttgart, is located in Auckland, New Zealand. In Auckland the 
data from the cloud is received, logged, and as a second step the “machine communication module” creates and 
transmits the data from the machine to the cloud system. Both communication channels – from Stuttgart to Auckland 
and from Auckland to Stuttgart – could be configured to use either a User Data Protocol (UDP) or a Transmission 
Control Protocol (TCP) connection. 

Both communication modules run on non-real-time operating systems. This does not necessarily guarantee the 
deterministic transmission and reception of telegrams in the cycle time of the use cases. To achieve a similar behavior, 
the communication modules have an internal timer, which allows them to recognize the elapsed time since the last 
execution. If cycles are missed, the communication modules regain the lost cycles by multiple execution of the send and 
receive procedure.    

Cloud

Communication

Module

Machine

Communication

Module

WAN / LAN

UDP / TCP

UDP / TCP

Monitoring 

Solution

Monitoring 

Solution

Auckland

Resource

Stuttgart

Resource

 

Figure 2. Test setup communication. 
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For monitoring the network behavior, a monitoring solution has been integrated in the communication modules. 
The monitoring solution includes the following information in the transmitted data: 

• Cloud Communication Module: Consecutive counter which increases every execution cycle 

• Cloud Communication Module: Time which is currently valid in the operating system 

• Machine Communication Module: Consecutive counter of received telegrams 

• Machine Communication Module: Time which is currently valid in the operating system 

• Machine Communication Module: Consecutive counter of sent telegrams  

 

After receiving a telegram, all information is stored in log files. Further, the monitoring solution is evaluating the 
following on-line for an easier analyzes: 

• Maximal latency in a defined time interval 

• Minimal latency in a defined time interval 

• Average latency in a defined time interval 

• Number of maximal consecutive telegram losses in a defined time interval (UDP only) 

• Sum of telegrams lost in a defined time interval 

• Length of queue (TCP only) 

 

Based on the information it is possible to evaluate which challenges have to be expected for a cloud-based control 

located in either Germany or New Zealand and a machine based on the counterpart.  

4. MONITORING RESULTS OF USE CASES 

For the two use cases the following measurements have been created by the test setup. Both measurements have 
used the amount of data and the cycle time of the use cases described above. In the first test it has been discovered, that 
the capability to send data is limited in Auckland and is not able to transmit 100 Bytes of data in millisecond intervals 
without heavy telegram losses. To reduce the impact of a limited transmission capability the bigger amount of data is 
always send from Stuttgart to Auckland and the smaller amount of data is always received.  

4.1. USE CASE 1: FIVE AXIS MILLING MACHINE 

For the first measurement 85752629 UDP packages have been transmitted with a payload of 100 Byte to Auckland 
and 50 Byte to Stuttgart. On the path to Auckland 1% (863924 telegrams) of the data was lost. On the way back to 
Stuttgart 2.9% (2488668 telegrams) of the data was lost. In average, the round trip time was 0.3174 seconds, but with 
big peaks as shown in Figure. Quite often the average round trip time (RTT) scaled on 10s time intervals increased up 
to 2 seconds with the overall peak of 17 seconds. 
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Figure 3. UDP - Round Trip Time. 

Looking at the consecutive telegram losses in Figure  it can be seen that the number of losses in certain 10-second 
intervals increased almost up to 10000 telegrams. 
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Figure 4. UDP - Consecutive telegram losses. 

Further – looking at the TCP communication – it can be stated that the TCP communication is not usable for a cloud 
to machine communication in this use case between New Zealand and Germany. Even though TCP has quality of 
service mechanisms integrated, which result in no telegram losses, the transmision of telegrams is slower. In the 
measurement it was not possible to transmit more than 305 telegrams per second.  In certain time intervals, where not 
enough bandwidth is available, the sent queue in Auckland is increasing which also influenced the RTT. As shown in 
Figure  the RTT at the end of the measurement increased up to 3500 seconds.  
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Figure 5. TCP - Round Trip Time. 

4.2. USE CASE 2: THREE-AXIS MILLING MACHINE  

During a consecutive test of about 24 hours, 27015516 UDP packages were sent, among which 2.64% (715237) 
were lost. Similar to the first use case, most package loss happened during transmission from Auckland to Stuttgart, 
which is 2.31% compared to 0.33% from Stuttgart to Auckland. The peak number of consecutive package losses in 10s 
intervals occurred 21 hours after the start of the test, which is more than 450 packages. Nearly at the same time, the peak 
package loss from Auckland to Stuttgart was witnessed, which is nearly 2500 packages. The overall average RTT was 
0.3466s, and the maximum RTT was about 20s. However, most of the maximum RTT is less than 11s. It also seems that 
there was a period of loss between better performance and worse performance. In the transmission point of view, UDP 
connection can transmit 313 packages per second, which fulfills the second use case. However, the package loss is an 
essential issue. Missing packages will fail the machining and even cause damage to the machine tool. 

In another consecutive 24-hour test, 27000269 TCP packages were transmitted. The maximum RTT was about 85s, 
and a great number was above 10s. Due to the capacity of TCP communication, there were long queues of packages 
waiting to be transmitted from time to time, even more than the packages needed for machining some small parts, which 
causes the whole system’s deficiency. 

5. STRATEGIES FOR COMMUNICATION CHALLENGES 

It has been shown in the previous chapter that the TCP connection is not applicable for a control system as a service 
(CSaaS) between Auckland, NZ and Stuttgart, Germany. Missing bandwidth capability results in queues and increased 
RTT, which are not acceptable for both use cases.  

UDP connections have an average telegram loss of 2.64% - 3.9% but with peaks up to 10000 consecutive telegram 
losses. This means that the machine is not receiving telegrams for almost 10 seconds. This might be solved through 
buffers located in the communication modules. To refill the buffers, mechanisms need to be implemented that stop the 
machine and allow the buffers to be refilled. Further, the machine communication module - depending on the type of 
data transferred - might interpolate single missing telegrams. 
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Another possible way to deal with package loss is adding serial numbers to every package. If receiving a 
non-consecutive data package, the receiver can request packages with certain serial numbers. However, if the network 
is encountering performance issues, the successive requesting of missing packages may increase the burden on the 
network and make the performance even worse.  

Network performance monitoring mechanism and strategies for dealing with the performance issue may also be 
needed by both CSaaS and the machine tool. When performance deterioration is detected or predicted, the machine tool 
can make decisions based on strategies including adaptively pausing the machining in the middle of executing a 
toolpath or at the connection point of adjacent toolpaths, which also requires additional information. When the network 
performance restores and enough packages are received and stored in local cache, the machining could be resumed. 

6. SUMMARY 

In this paper two use cases based on two milling machines have been described. The data transferred between 
control system and machine in these use cases has been analyzed. Then the data was used to analyze if a control system 
as a service (CSaaS) is possible. For doing this, a test environment was set up where the data according to the use cases 
could be transferred between Auckland, New Zealand, and Stuttgart, Germany. The data transfer has been monitored 
and analyzed in the last part of the paper. A conclusion can be stated that CSaaS between New Zealand and Germany is 
not possible, since the network challenges are too big. The control system should be located closer to the machine. 

The existing general TCP/UDP protocol is not suitable for interpolated data to be transmitted through WAN 
connection. The unpredictability of the WAN connection requires additional mechanisms and strategies to be 
developed both for both CSaaS and machine tool.  
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